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THE ANALYSIS OF STONE AND SAND AND GRAVEL

STATISTICS FOR SELECTED COUNTIES IN OREGON

ABSTRACT. The Minerals Yearbook and the Census

of Minerals Industriest statistics lack detail,

completeness, and accuracy concerning stone and

sand and gravel in Oregon and are therefore

deficient in their utility. The lack of detail and

completeness causes extreme difficulty in comparing

varied field-checked statistics. The inaccuracy

of the data concerning the number of stone and sand

and gravel operators and producing sites results in

an error in the reported volume and value of

production. This error effectuates stone and sand

and gravel planning inefficient and determination of

actual reserves impossible. Key Words: Time lag of

publication, Data intent, Data unit, Data comparison.

INTRODUCTION

Oregon's mineral resources have provided the basis for

the development and growth of its present economy. They

are vital in virtually every activity; mineral products

supply fuel for energy and supply the necessities for

machinery which produce manufactured products.
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With society's continued pace of development and growth,

there has been created a growing need for products and

energy, and thus a greater strain has been placed on our

mineral reserves. Presently, there are many minerals which

are scarce; the phrase "mineral shortage" is becoming a

contemporary term. In the case of sand and gravel, useable

surface deposits are becoming exhausted. Land use planners

must realize that when determining land use policies, sub-

surface value must be recognized. Construction of highways,

zoning, and environmental concerns are inducing shortages

in sand and gravel by preventing subsurface mining in these

areas. Since substitutes for sand and gravel have not been

developed to replace sand and gravel in large-scale opera-

tions, these necessary minerals for cement and construction

would be greatly diminished.

As substitutes are being sought to overcome other

shortages, these substitute minerals are being intensely

developed and overused. This situation calls for effective

and efficient planning of mineral resources by municipal,

industrial, and environmental planners. Their decisions

must be based on accurate mineral data. Data gathered by

the U. S. Bureau of Mines, published in the Minerals Year-

book, and by the U. S. Bureau of the Census, published in

the Census of Mineral Industries, are obtained by canvassing

(through voluntary compliance of questionnaires), generally,
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the large and the long-term mines. These surveys often omit

the long-term, short-term, and weekend mines, resulting in

inaccurate and inefficient mineral statistics.

This project will investigate data completeness and

reliability of the Minerals Yearbook and the Census of

Mineral Industries for stone and sand and gravel in Oregon.

It will include the number of mineral-producing sites and

operators and the amount and value of production. Also

within this project, the time lag of publication, data

intent andunit will be discussed.

TIME LAG OF PUBLICATION

This discussion is concerned with two major data

sources: the U. S. Bureau of Mines and the U. S. Bureau

of the Census. Specifically, the focus is on the Minerals

Yearbook and the Census of Mineral Industries.

Minerals Yearbook

The Minerals Yearbook is an annual publication of the

U. S. Bureau of Mines, the agency charged with providing

economic and statistical studies of domestic and foreign

mineral production, distribution, and consumption.1 The

Yearbook is comprised of three volumes. Volume I, Metals

and Minerals, and Volume II, Mineral Fuels, include chapters

dealing with metals and non-metals, along with chapters on

technological trends, employment, and personal injury
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occurring in the mineral industries. Data categories gen-

erally include domestic production by volume and/or value,

imports, exports, stocks, consumption, and world production.2

Volume III is titled Reports: Domestic, which contains

chapters on every state and United States' possessions in

the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, Puerto Rico, and

the Canal Zone. Each chapter contains quantity and value

data for the minerals produced in a given state. Also cited

are the values of mineral production with the listing of

minerals produced and in order of value, and the listing of

principal producers, both of these by county.3

In the course of investigating Oregon's mineral data

during the summer of 1974, the Minerals Yearbook was uti-

lized. However, the most current chapter summary yet

published was 1971. Preprints and surveys are published

in advance of the final Yearbook (1972 in this case), but

Oregon's was not available. The most recent statistics of

Oregon's mineral data were supplied by the 1971 Yearbook.

The 1972 chapter preprints of "The Mineral Industry of

Oregon," eventually to be published in the Minerals Year-

book, became available in mid July of 1974. Since data col-

lection and analysis began in late May of this year, data

which were available prior to the chapter preprint distribu-

tion was used.

The time lag between the date of canvassing and the



date of final publication created problems. In attempting

to set up direct yearly comparisons of Minerals Yearbook

data and field-checked data supplied by the Mine Land

Reclamation Department, neoteric statistics were not

available.

Census of Mineral Industries

The Census of Mineral Industries is a publication of

the U. S. Bureau of the Census. Present plans indicate a

mineral industries' census to be conducted coveringyears

ending in "2" and H7I4

The Census' data are published in three series: sub-

ject, industry, and area. All three of the series' reports

were used, but in varying degrees.

Subject Series

The number of reports vary from census to census but

usually include data reporting water used in mining, size

of establishment, and type of operation. The statistics

listed include divisions by geographic areas and by states.

Industry Series

These reports provide data for industry characteris-

tics such as: the number of establishments; employment pay-

rolls; value added in mining; and the quantity and value of

products shipped. State coverage is seldom provided.



Area Series

This series provides statistical information for forty

-eight individual states, the District of Columbia, and

one report combining Maryland and Delaware. Statistics

are provided for the mining industries located in a parti-

cular state. These statistics include topics such as: type

of operation; number of establishments; value in shipments;

and value added in mining.5

Difficulties arise in working with statistics from all

three of the series' reports because county data are seldom

supplied; when they are supplied, complete and detailed

information is lacking. Also, after the census is conducted,

the processing of data results in a delay of publication by

three or more years. In this study, the most current cen-

sus material, containing a listing of counties, was the 1967

census. This time lag limits the Census of Mineral Indus-

tries' utility as a source of current information and makes

direct comparison to contemporary data impossible.

DATA INTENT

When employing published mineral data, it is essential

to understand what commodities have been measured and in

what manner. This insight will provide an appreciation of

what the statistics are actually revealing.



Stone

In the examination of stone statistics, one should

realize that included in quantity and value data of stone

are both dimension stone and crushed and broken stone, sold

or used by producers. The figures shown as totals, though

including various kinds and forms of stone, are intended

to report total volume and total value only; at no time is

an "average" value of stone established. Detailed tables

showing type of stone (granite, marble, basalt, limestone,

etc.) and form (dimension or crushed and broken) are

presented in the reported Census and Yearbook data with

appropriate value. The value of stone is adjusted to avoid

duplication when limestone is used in making cement or

lime.6

Dimension Stone

Dimension stone is classified in the Standard Indus-

trial Classification (SIC) in the Census as industry 1411.

This industry represents the reported Census and Yearbook

establishments primarily engaged in mining or quarrying

dimension stone. Also included are establishments

primarily engaged in producing rough blocks and slabs.

Establishments primarily involved in mining or quarrying

grindstone, pulpstones, millstones, burrstones, and sharpen-

ing stones are classified in the SIC code as industry 1497,

Natural Abrasives, except for Sand; and those mining or



quarrying dimension soapstone are categorized in industry

1496, Talc, Soapstone, and Pyrophyllite. Nepheline syenite

operations are classified in industry 1459, Clay, Ceramic,

and Refractory Minerals, Not Elsewhere Classifed.7

Producing sites categorized in industry 1411, Dimension

Stone, as interpreted in the 1967 Census of Mineral Indus-

tries and the 1967 and 1971 Minerals Yearbook, represent

quarries with or without dressing plants operated as part

of the same establishment if the establishment primarily

ships rough dimension stone. The following report also

includes related 1967 Census of Manufactures figures for

dimension stone quarries operated in conjunction with

dressing plants which represents part of manufacturing

industry 3281, Cut Stone and Stone Products. Thus, the

total figures of dimension stone represent all dimension

stone quarries and all dressing plants in conjunction with

these quarries.

Crushed Stone

Establishments classified in industry 1422, Crushed

and Broken Limestone, industry 1423, Crushed and Broken

Granite, and industry 1429, Crushed and Broken Stone, Not

Elsewhere Classified, represent all separately operated

quarries and crushing plants which primarily produce crushed

and broken stone. They do not include limestone, cement

rock, and other stone quarries which are parts of establish-

ments primarily manufacturing hydraulic cement, quicklime,
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hydrated lime, ready-mix concrete, or bituminous concrete.8

Census of Mineral Industries' figures, for the crushed

and broken stone industry, exclude data on production by

federal, state, and local governments, whereas the Minerals

Yearbook includes such data. According to the U. S. Bureau

of Nines, "noncommercial operations" of the crushed and

broken stone variety produced approximately 8 percent of

the total for 1967; therefore, large incongruities will

appear when comparing these two mineral data sources.

The determination of value for stone and sand and

gravel in the Census and Yearbook is accomplished by

subtracting the cost of supplies and purchased machinery

from the value of shipments and receipts and the capital

expenditures.9

This value measurement avoids the duplication in the

value-of-shipments figure which results from the use of

products of some establishments as supplies, energy sources,

or materials, by others. Moreover, it provides a measure,

not only of value added in mineral production, but also

in the development of mineral properties.

Sand and Gravel

As reported in the summary tables of the Minerals

Yearbook, sand and gravel includes processed and unprocessed

construction sand, and ground and unground industrial sand.
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The data are compiled from producers' reports showing quan-

tity and value of sand and gravel sold or used for various

purposes. (See Appendix I.) An average value for the

combined products is given; in other tables, detailed

information is given pertinent to the various types and

uses of sand and gravel.

Construction Sand and Gravel

Construction sand and gravel is classified in the

Census in the SIC as industry 1332. This industry repre-

sents the Census and Yearbook establishments primarily

engaged in operating sand and gravel pits and dredges, and

in washing, screening, or otherwise preparing sand and

gravel for construction uses.

Industrial Sand

Industrial sand is categorized in the Census in the

SIC as industry 1446. This industry represents the reported

Census and Yearbook establishments primarily involved in

identical operations as the Construction Sand and Gravel

industry. The only difference is that in the Industrial

Sand industry, the preparation of sand is for uses other

than construction, such as: glassmaking; molding; and

abrasives.

Establishments producing sand and gravel included in

the Census of Mineral Industries and the Minerals Yearbook

represent only establishments primarily engaged in producing
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sand and gravel. Establishments involved in producing sand

and gravel as a secondary activity, in conjunction with the

production of concrete brick and block, ready-mix concrete,

asphalt and tar paving mixtures or other manufactured

products, are not classified as sand and gravel in mineral

Census or Yearbook data.1°

Although the Census and the Yearbook measure sand and

gravel value and volume of production in similar ways, the

two sources present wide inconsistencies in their data.

This discrepancy occurs because the Census of Mineral

Industries' statistics, as in the case of stone, excludes

production by federal, state, and local governments, where-

as the Minerals Yearbook includes these producers.

Sand and gravel and stone, and nearly all nonmetallic

commodities, are apparently valued at the first marketable

product stage. However, valuation of each commodity should

be thoroughly reviewed by the responsible commodity spe-

cialist to determine whether or not the commodity applies

to the first marketable product.

DATA UNIT

A related problem in appreciating what the statistics

are actually revealing is reflected in the unit of measure-

ment of mineral commodities. For example, in Oregon and

in the United States, the volume of production of sand and

gravel and stone is generally reported in short tons (2,000
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pounds or 907.03 kilograms). This measurement should not

be mistaken or confused with long tons (2,240 pounds or

1015.87 kilograms) which commonly measure iron ore, or

with metric tons (2204.62 pounds or 999.83 kilograms) which

often measure foreign production.

Along with using the unit "short tons" to measure the

volume of sand and gravel production, the unit "cubic yards"

is often employed. In reporting production in cubic yards,

weight per cubic yard of sand and gravel must be indicated

in order to establish an equivalence to short tons.

In the case of stone, the unit "cubic feet" is also

utilized to indicate volume of production. The cubic foot

measurement along with the type of rock indicated provides

an equivalence for comparison to short tons.

If caution is not exercised in reviewing statistics

measured in different units, inaccurate inferences are

drawn.

DATA COMPARISON

The data which will be the basis for comparisons, pro-

gressions, and estimations will be supplied by the U. S.

Bureau of Mines (henceforth referred to as the Bureau)

obtained through canvassing for the Minerals Yearbook publi-

cations and through surveys by the Mine Land Reclamation

Department (henceforth referred to as MLRD). Data used in

the tables and in the text will compare only Bureau and
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MLRD data; it will neglect data obtained through canvassing

for the Census of Mineral Industries' publications, because

both the Yearbook and the Census use the same questionnaire

canvassing list. (A sample Bureau questionnaire for stone

and sand and gravel which is mailed to operators is provided

in Appendices I and II.)

During this research, it was hypothesized that Bureau

statistics do not accurately reflect the total number of

stone and/or sand and gravel operators and producing sites

per county in Oregon and thus are also inaccurate in their

reported volume and value of production. The inaccuracy

occurs through the Bureau's failure to canvass the total

number of operators per county. In so doing, they arrive

at an incorrect number of producing sites.

To evaluate this theory, the nine Oregon counties with

the most detailed and readily available statistics obtained

from the Bureau and from the MLRD were chosen. These

selected counties, along with the number of operators and

sites producing stone and/or sand and gravel supplied by

data based on MLRD statistics, are presented in Table 1.

The data in Table 1 include U. S. Forest Service pits,

access road pits, stream bank mining pits, and the regular

commercial and non-commercial mining pits.

To compare data in Table 1 to Bureau data (number of

operators per county), a linear progression was used to up-

date 1971 Bureau data to July 1, 1974. The data resulting



Table l.--The Number of Operators and Sites Producing
Stone and/or Sand and Gravel in Selected
Counties of Oregon, July 1, 1974a

COUNTY SITES OPERATORS

Clackamas 133 70

Lane 155 94

Lincoln 40 24

Multnomah 95 59

Tillamook 55 34

Union 33 19

Wasco 43 24

Washington 73 48

Yamhill 73

TOTAL 700 414

a The number of mineral operators and mineral producing sites
are estimates based upon field checked locations only of
operators and sites which produce 10,000 cubic yards/year
(9,144 cubic meters/year) or more. Those operators fall
under the Mine Land Reclamation Act.

Source: Jerry J. Gray of the Mine Land Reclamation, Albany,
Oregon.
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from the linear progression (operators per county as of

1972, 1973, and July 1, 1974) are estimates based upon 1971

Bureau statistics. These estimates are not necessarily the

statistics that the Bureau will obtain when canvassing for

the years involved, but do provide insight into the Bureau's

probable operator-per-county totals. Throughout this report,

the operator-per-county estimates as of July 1, 1974 will

continue to be termed "Bureau statistics" to prevent confu-

sion with MLRD data.

The procedure used to arrive at the progressed July 1,

1974 Bureau statistics involved determining the difference

between the 1971 number of operators per county, reported

by the Bureau, and the number of operators per county,

estimated by MLRD data supplied for July 1, 1974. That

difference (the expansion factor) was then added to the 1971

Bureau data to provide a total number of operators per

county for 1972. The same procedure was used to obtain the

estimated 1973 Bureau operators per county.

The July 1, 1974 estimates were obtained by a similar

procedure. The difference between the number of operators

per county in 1973 and 1974 was calculated. That difference

was then multiplied by .50 because the estimate was sought

for July 1, 1974 and not for the entire year.

The comparison of the estimated July 1, 1974 Bureau

figures with the estimated July 1, 1974 MLRD figures

(operators per county) reveals a 49 percent Bureau deficit



in the total number of operators. The county differences

range from Washington County, a 60 percent difference

MLRD 480 operators and Bureau = 19.1 operators) to Union

County, a 33 percent difference (MLRD = 19.0 operators and

Bureau = 12.7 operators) (Table 2). Because the number of

operators per county shown by the Bureau is 49 percent

lower than the number shown by the MLRD, the number of

producing sites per county may also be in error. Since the

Bureau does not provide sites-per-county figures for sand

and gravel for either 1967 or 1971, a ratio of the number

of sites per county to the number of operators per county

was determined. The assumption was made, in calculating

this ratio per county, that the stone ratio of sites per

operators between the years 1967 and 1971 is equivalent

to the sand and gravel ratio between the years 1971 and

July 1, 1974.

The procedure used to determine the stone ratio of the

number of sites per operator was confronted with the problem

of data concealment by the Bureau for reasons of confiden-

tiality of company data. The data supplied by the Bureau

contained a figure denoting the total number of sites con-

cealed within the data of the selected counties. The

Bureau data also supplied the number of sites per county

which were not concealed by data confidentiality restrictions.

Not knowing in which counties the number of sites was



Table 2.--The Linear Progression from 1971 to July 1, 1974 of the Number of Operators Producing
Stone and/or Sand and Gravel/County and the Comparison to MLRD

BUREAU MLRD
BUREAU BUREAU BUREAU OPERATORS OPERATORS PERCENTAGE OF OPERATORS/

COUNTY OPERATORS OPERATORS OPERATORS JULY 1, JULY 1, COUNTY UNKNOWN BY BUREAU,
IN 1971 IN 1972 IN 1973 1974 1974 JULY 1, 1974

Clackamas 28 30.5 32.8 33.9 70 52%

Lane 33 35.9 38.5 39.7 94 58%

Lincoln 8 11.0 13.2 14.1 24 41%

Multnomah 21 23.8 26.3 27.4 59 54%

Tillainook 15 17.3 19.3 20.2 34 41%

Union 8 10.4 11.9 12.7 19 33%

Wasco 8 11.0 13.2 14.1 24 41%

Washington 9 14.3 17.7 19.1 48 60%

Yamhill 6 13.0 16.2 17.5 42 58%

TOTAL 198.7 414 average 49%

Source: Based upon the 1971 data supplied by Richard N. Appling, Chief of the Western Field
Operations, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Spokane, Washington.

MLRD estimates supplied by Jerry J. Gray of the Mine Land Reclamation Department,
A1bany Oregon.



concealed, the total of concealed sites was distributed

evenly over all of the counties by dividing the total

number of sites into the selected counties. Each county

was increased 1,0 site in the 1967 data and by 2.64 sites

in the 1971 data. The site-to-operator stone ratio per

county was then calculated by dividing the total number

of sites per county into the total number of operators

per county (Table 3).

With the stone ratio for each county determined, multi-

plying the number of sand and gravel operators by the ratio

of stone sites per operator supplies the estimated number

of Bureau sand and gravcl sites per county as of July 1,

1974. Comparison can now be made between the number of

Bureau sand and gravel sites per county and the number of

NLRD sand and gravel sites per county as of July 1, 1974

(Table 4).

As in the comparison of the estimated number of operators

per county, the comparison of the estimated number of sites

per county also reveals a deficiency of Bureau sites by a

factor of approximately two. This deficiency occurs when

small and temporary operators and sites are overlooked

during canvassing. If one small producer is missed, his

absence will be of little significance in determining

county and state production. But when fifty-four producers

and ninety-five sites are overlooked in Lane County, for



Table 3.--The Ratio Per County of Stone and/or Sand and Gravel Producing Sites to the
Number of Operators as Canvassed by the Bureau

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STONE PRODUCING TOTAL NUMBER OF RATIO OF THE NUMBER OF SITES

COUNTY SITES IN 1967 STONE OPERATORS TO THE NUMBER OF OPERATORS,
AND 1971 IN 1967 and 1971 1967-1971

Clackamas 26.64 19 1.40

Lane 56.64 41 1.38

Lincoln 13.64 7 1.95

Multnomah 6.64 9 0.74

Tillainook 25.64 15 1.71

Union 14.64 8 1.83

Wasco 7.64 4 1.91

Washington 18.64 13 1.43

Yainhill 8.64 5 1.73

Source: Distribution of concealed sites per county based upon the 1971 data supplied
by Richard N. Appling, Chief of the Western Field Operations, U. S. Bureau
of Mines, Spokane, Washington.

I-I



Table 4.--The Number of Sites/County Based Upon the 1971 Bureau Data Compared with the
Number of Sites/County Based Upon the 1974 MLRD Data

COUNTY

Clackamas

Lane

Lincoln

Mu 1 tnomah

Ti 1 lamook

Union

Wasco

Washington

Yainhi 11

TOTAL

BUREAU, NUMBER MLRD, NUMBER
OF SITES/COUNTY OF SITES/COUNTY
JULY 1, 1974 JULY 1, 1974
(SAND AND GRAVEL) (SAND AND GRAVEL)

47.36 133

54.79 155

27.50 40

20.28 95

34.54 55

23.24 33

26.93 43

27.31 73

30.28 73

292.23 700

PERCENTAGE OF SITES/COUNTY UNKNOWN
BY BUREAU, JULY 1, 1974

(SAND AND GRAVEL)

64%

65%

31%

79%

37%

30%

37%

63%

59%

average 52%

Source: Bureau estimates based upon the 1971 data supplied by Richard N. Appling, Chief
of the Western Field Operations, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Spokane, Washington.
MLRD estimates supplied by Jerry J. Gray of the Mine Land Reclamation Department,
Albany, Oregon.

t.J

0
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example, their aggregate production is extremely significant

in determining accurate county and state statistics. Because

of the deficiency in the number of Bureau operators and

sites reported per county, the volume and value of stone

and/or sand and gravel production is also in error.

When the difference between the estimated July 1, 1974

Bureau sites per county and the estimated July 1, 1974 MLRD

sites per county is determined, that difference will repre-

sent the small and temporary sites which are overlooked by

the Bureau. Assuming that the overlooked sites average

7,500 cubic yards per year mined (6,858 short tons after

conversion)*, the overlooked sites multiplied by 6,858 short

tons equal the volume of production which is lost during

Bureau canvassing. The percentage of production which is

lost is provided per county in Table 5 along with the total

Bureau and MLRD production figures of all nine counties.

Table 5 is designed to show how much estimated pro-

duction is unreported by the Bureau because of its failure

to canvass all producing sites. The volume of production

per county with the added MLRD producing sites are only

*The factor used to convert cubic yards of stone and/or
sand and gravel to short tons was: 2.2 cubic yards (2.01
cubic meters) equals .2.0 short tons (1.81 metric tons).



Table 5.--The Comparison Between the Bureau's Production of Stone and/or Sand and Gravel/
County and the Added Production of the MLRD's Producing Sites

BUREAU PRODUCTION
OF STONE AND SAND MLRD SITES

COUNTY AND GRAVEL IN 1971 MINUS
(SHORT TONS) BUREAU SITES

VOLUME OF
PRODUCTION WITH
ADDED MLRD

PRODUCING SITES

PERCENT OF
VOLUME INCREASE
WITH ADDED MLRD
PRODUCING SITES

Clackamas 3,516,000 85.64 4,103,319 14%

Lane 3,779,000 100.21 4,466,240 15%

Lincoln 502,000 12.50 587,725 15%

Multnomah 3,866,000 74.72 4,378,430 12%

Tillamook 259,000 20.46 399,315 35%

Union 752,000 9.76 818,934 8%

Wasco 212,000 16.07 322,208 34%

Washington 1,280,000 45.69 1,593,342 20%

Yamhill 302,000 42.72 594,974 49%

TOTAL 14,468,000 17,264,487 average 22%

Source: Based upon the 1971 data supplied by Richard N. Appling, Chief of the
Western Field Operations, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Spokane, Washington, and
Jerry J. Gray of the Mine Land Reclamation Department, Albany, Oregon.
MLRD data based upon data supplied by Jerry J. Gray of the Mine Land
Reclamation Department, Albany, Oregon.
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estimates of production as of July 1, 1974. The statistics

are estimates because the volume of production per county

of the overlooked sites by the Bureau was added to the 1971

Bureau statistics to provide an estimate of the total volume

of production per county as of July 1, 1974. The totals

of production per county as of July 1, 1974 will change when

the Bureau, through canvassing, determines the 1974 volume

of production to which the volume of production of over-

looked sites will be added.

Table 6 determines the dollar value per county and the

dollar value in cumulative county totals not reported by

the Bureau due to the number of sites overlooked during

canvassing. The percentage of dollar value-per-county

increase, due to the added MLRD producing sites, are also

presented in Table 6.

Table 6 is designed to show how much estimated dollar

value is unreported by the Bureau because of its failure to

canvass all producing sites. The dollar value per county

with the added MLRD producing sites are only estimates of

dollar value as of July 1, 1974. The statistics are

estimates because the dollar value of production per county

of the overlooked sites by the Bureau was added to the 1971

Bureau statistics to provide an estimate of the total dollar

value of production per county as of July 1, 1974. The

totals of dollar value per county as of July 1, 1974 will



Table 6.--The Comparison Between the Bureau's Dollar Value of Stone and/or Sand and Gravel
Production/County arid the Dollar Value Added Through MLRD's Producing Sites

BUREAU, DOLLAR DOLLAR VALUE/SHORT
VALUE OF STONE TON OF BUREAU'S

AND SAND AND STONE AND SAND AND
COUNTY GRAVEL PRODUCTION GRAVEL PRODUCTION

IN 1974 IN 1971

DOLLAR VALUE
OF PRODUCTION
WITH ADDED MLRD
PRODUCING SITES

PERCENT OF DOLLAR
VALUE INCREASE
WITH ADDED MLRD
PRODUCING SITES

Clackamas $ 5,369,000 $1.53 $ 6,278,078 14%

Lane 5,286,000 1.40 6,252,736 15%

Lincoln 1,033,000 2.06 1,210,714 15%

Multnomah 6,372,000 1.65 7,224,410 12%

Tillamook 308,000 1.19 475,185 35%

Union 1,676,000 2.23 1,826,223 8%

Wasco 484,000 2.28 734,634 34%

Washington 1,937,000 1.51 2,405,946 20%

Yamhill 450,000 1.49 886,511 49%

TOTAL $22,915,000 $27,294,437 average 22%

Source: Based upon the 1971 data supplied by Richard N. Appling, Chief of the Western
Field Operations, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Spokane, Washington, and Jerry J. Gray
of the Mine Land Reclamation Department, Albany, Oregon.
MLRD estimates based upon data supplied by Jerry J. Gray of the Mine Land
Reclamation Department, Albany, Oregon.
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also change when the Bureau, through canvassing, determines

the 1974 dollar value of production to which the dollar

value of overlooked sites will be added.

CONCLUS ION

In the discussion of the time lag of publication and

data comparison, some of the weaknesses of the Minerals

Yearbook and the Census of Mineral Industries' statistics

were presented. Another weakness of the two data sources

which is not directly related to the statistics themselves

is the withholding of reported data by the two publishing

agencies (the U. S. Bureau of Mines and the U. S. Bureau

of the Census) in order to maintain companies' confidential

data. The problem of data confidentiality presented itself

in every attempt to acquire stone and sand and gravel sta-

tistics. Fortunately, Mr. Appling manipulated the data to

provide greater detail than was available in either the

Census or the Yearbook while maintaining company confiden-

tiality of data.

Bureau personnel, in most cases, realize that the

withholding of data which could be manipulated to prevent

the disclosure of companies' confidential data further

reduces the utility of that data. Since the U. S. Bureau

of Mines and the U. S. Bureau of the Census are the

gathering and controlling agencies of much of the nation's

mineral data, their practice of data manipulation and



distribution would be most valuable for scholarly analysis.

Greater efficiency of data gathering and documentation could

result, and thus greater data accuracy by both Bureaus

could be obtained.

At present, the method of data gathering and documenta-

tion for stone and sand and gravel is inadequate. The low

percentage of stone and sand and gravel questionnaire

compliance (approximately 60 percent) indicates that far

too many operators and producing sites are being overlooked

during questionnaire distribution.

The completeness of some of the stone and sand and

gravel statistics in the Minerals Yearbook and the Census

of Mineral Industries also has been analyzed, and the def 1-

ciencies have been sited. The nine counties selected for

analysis represent only a few of the counties for which

inaccurate statistics have been published. These nine

counties were selected on the basis of their available and

detailed statistics. It can only be surmised which other

counties share the same data inadequacies. A reasonable

question to be raised is, "If stone and sand and gravel

statistics are in error, which other mineral statistics are

also inaccurate?'t

The problem of unreported stone and sand and gravel

production is that, as production is unreportedly being

increased (as compared to the reported production) by the
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uncanvassed producers, the planned future reserves of stone

and sand and gravel may be knowingly decreased. The

decrease in reserves may occur through zoning, environ-

mental concerns, and highway construction. With inaccurate

production data as a possible basis for county and state

planning decisions, inaccurate estimates of future reserve

needs could be made.
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APPENDIX I



sI,-:::
1972 DE?A:T;.:NT C,.:

CURAU o

NASHiNGiC.', D.C. 23240

SA\ ;,.. .) V.iL

('Please correct if rrne or address has chan,ed.)

31
O.M.... ic.. 42-:.24.

c. '. c;..r.o 1975.

l'/JAL COw.ANY
FIAL..

The dc.c rar.c.d in thi report may
be dccea to Federal deferroc ogen-
ces. In tome ccocro tne data may be
ccc.oc.d to tr reoponderro .tote gov.
ernmerr, cc.ng on ecific proce-
dumeo ep,oined in rae enclosure to this
form. a other then rhe si orions noted
above, the data ferarshed in this report
wi oc treated in confidence by the
Deportment of the Interior unIes
outriorizOtion a granted in the section
above the sigr.otre.

separate
forms of

erf orations

An extra copy is
rovidod for your files

I. Nce cd .c.a.lon c ctio
Name____________________________________________________________ Nearet city or town _________________________________
State County S.ctc..i Tcw;p
If operatin cornpercj is a subzdicry, please name contrc. com:y

Please corn!ete c.d r.rn one copy of this form as promHy c i- th enclosed envelope. A :eree ,ori c1ou!d be pre-
pred for each o.-ir. unit from which a product was or durin the calender year. Addticna ..arts be frnishec upon
reuast.
?roducon shod :dd all unconsolidated sand and ravel, detrtel reel; te1rjc crushed boulders or e.e: c:ried surface stone
produced by yoe eurin the calendar year. EXCLUDE ALL PU2CAD SAN) AND GRAVEL. .'cper.' short tons possible or in
cubic yards. Value of production, sold or used, should be shovin at the cdcn plant or r.oarct ,o-i; cf and should not
include delivery costs, freihr racs, or similar charges.
Output of products t-om deposits of sandstone end quartoite should be roportd on Form 6-1223-Al or

II. Sand and gravel isood or rsod during hho 'jeer, l.y cuct end uou: (2cport all roduc;s ;nc.:n ;hese produced for
Government use). C,ive cctuai fiurcs if poscib!e, oihorvize as sates wi o

Prcducts
tIcc!ud;r,5 processad

and uapc:czsed)
cr. coos

1) Coda

Qecatity
t'check er.ct

Sho:t tons
Cubit

(2)

0i.co usc only Value
Me r.o entry f.o.b. plant

or shpprrs pant
0 V (3)

Sand, construction
BuiidnG exc/uc roar] structures) ......................231

234Pcvrr. (roc. aa; one uuoce, bridges, etc.) .......
Railroadbcos .....................................................

_______
L)3

________________________ ___________ __________________________________

Fill 204

Other uses (:
________________________________________ 205

Sand, im.dust:.. .3rcund)
Glass(br n. 2:. cn:y) 2Ot

210
211Fireor furnace .......................................................
212
214 IF'-
2)5Oil (n,J crc:

2)6
Other uses (.Specify)

Sand, ir.dustricl (Dround)



Enamel.
FifierFour.dryuscs..o.
Pottery, porcc!oin, and tile.
Other uses (Spcify

,). 3

234
-______________________

32
235

26
I

237

238

Total sand .....................................................

Gravel, construction

Building (excluding road structures)
Paving (road base and surface, bridges, etc.)
Railroadbaiast.....................................................
Fill.........................................................................

Other uses (Spccify)

29

241

22
__________ ___________________________

244
_______________________ ___________

Gravel, rnsce!err3us .............................................

ti...................................................

Grand total, sand c ave! ...........................

2d
259

______________________ _________________________________________

(230) 'If pro.ductici ; reported in cubic yards, indicca we.ht par chc yard: Sand cnds; grcve pounds.

UI. Dcas th. ova irtc!ucio t or bcni:-rugs (un;ocasscd) (1) Yes (2
(330) If yes, c'ive tons ____________________ value ____________________

LV. Typo ond rersor o sand end jevcL V. Sand cad :avc ccl during tha ycor, by acez c con
inc!udc

_______________________________________________________________ _______

Type Number Method of tranportoUon
Tram p!ar.t Code 'check oj

yotcu C

1. Stationery .................._______________________ Truc!< ....................................

Railroad ..............................

5.51

2. Portable

3. Dred ........................

Waterway ............................

Other (specify)

Tots.! smons ......

______ _____________________________________

______I

VI. Sand and £rcval or government usa and other ourposas

1. Sand cr.d gcvai (reported in sec. II.) produced at this
Specify whetherestcoiishrnanf ror use Ct government prolocts: sand or Specify '° °

(1) Sand and grcvi roduced by you for your awn use as arove! use Cubic yards C
a prima cntracto or subcontractor on Federal, Srcte,

rode cheror.e.
or Iccar ec.ver rr.ent priectz. Name covernment
cnciss sponoing protects. (Continue on back of
farm : nacay).

671

(2) Sane an: 2rc': sold directiy to Federal, State, or local
\ame purchasing agencies.

672

2. All other sene on: .cva sold or used ............................................. 673
3. Tore! sand end ccv: so!d or uscd (Should ecual

Grand Tee., scn end rava!, (in299,ec. li ................................. e79 I

Anno.! se:stcal information for sand and gravel is jbished in two forms (1) Commodity reper:; an: State reports
covering cU rnn:: ccnmodities in a State. If you desire a copy of one or both of these reports, pease r.. appropriate box.

Et') Commodity E(2) Stce (3) Both

or person to din5 this report
Tel. area code No.

o. Strct City State

May tabuIcion :: pu:. ,n:d which could indirectly reveal the dcta reported above?
V!ue data ) Y. (2) No Other (incrdir.g quantity)data (1) Yes E 2) No
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APPENDIX II



1

/

',. '\ i/
\''....,..

3

(PLasc correct if nclrrse or address has changed.)

1. Name and Iocaion of

r

WS,'OCN, .C. 2&2.0
Ni4'/DUAL CCiv.PANY

34 DI:I.-CONFDENTIAL

Tnc otc furrsr.d in th. rcport rr,si/
I.e onclo'.ed tc Fcteroj defense
C;Crc.Cs, in some CC.5C5 the dta moy
ue c:cl..ed to the r pondcnts Stotu
covcrnmerO, dcpc.norçj on specific

procedures cxploned in th enclosure
to this form. In other then the
ttuOtOns notcd above, the dote

furnisrrd in this repOrt will be treated
in confidofice by the Deportment of
tho Interior unless outhorizotion is

Qrcnt .i ct the section above tho
siçnorure.

?Jctasc, separate
forms at

perf. -cfions

An extra copy is
provided ior your files

Name____________________________________________________________________________ Nearest city or town
State

County_________________________ Section_________________ Township Range
If operating compcny is a subsidiary, please name controlir.g company
If a separate report cannot be prepared for each quarry, indicate number covered

2. Status du:inj year (Check one or more) [ (1) Active From________________ To _________________ (2) Shipping frarn stockpile onlyE (3) Idle (4) Abandancd (5) Purchased E (6) Sold If ownership changed durin2 year, give dote of che
and name and address of part, to whom trcnserred

3. r.in mei!.ods (Check or.' or more,.) E (1) Open quarrying E (2) Underground mining (3) Dredging
4. :d of steno of your own 2:ezudion shipped or used by you duri.g t: year. CHECK ONE ONLY. Compiete a s23crote report for each

kindoistone.
(6) Sandstone (10) Trap rcc ;'nclude gabbro, basalt,(1) Limestone fl (4) Marble (7) Quartz dicbase, etc.)E (2) Dolomite E (5) Mad (calcareous,l (3) Quortzite E (1 1) Other stone (specify)fl (3) Granite (include sysnite, gneiss, etc.) (9) Shell _______________________________________

5. Stone of your ovn p:educ:on shippcd or used during te year by use or.d product
A. D.'.N.3N s:c:<:. Do not report as rough stone any stone included under dressed stone or any waste s:ene shpped or used as crushed

and broken stene. Crushed and broken stone produced by you and shipped or used by you should be reported in the Crushed and Broken
Store section cf t:ern 53. Report quantity in short tons OR in cubic feet. er Bureau use

F

I I Quantity
Product and use

fl I
Code

&tsorttons Cubic feet
2)

Volue
141

Architecturc werk (audc.ng and other high. class work,)
s Rough ocks c?i rough or scab!ed including tell,) .............101 S

Construction work

lrregu.shased sroe for facing buildings, or
for bri-e;, or ot: structures ......................................... 107_

Rubbte (;:r r-ths?ed stone for foundaiions,
re.e:r.in we. ., end similar construction) .........................

Mcr.urnentc gravestor.es, mausoleums) 104
Ftcg;ng (swc/v czzer.:e thickness_____________

) ___________________
Other rough steno products and uses (specify)

Architecturc we:k (building and other h/gh class work)
Cut stone [ir.dudin ashier and all finished cut stone,
1ncl0dn e',ud 6-sId material ready for used ...............1.1

2ct2cwed stone 'iabs sawed on 2 or 4 sidcs) ..........................
Husstone v.rteer.............................................................

-
Con:tructior. work (w!ls, foundations, bridges, etc.) ................12i.

'manurnents, gravestones, mausoleums)
arerare si:o_______________________ ) .................____________________________

) ______________________
uses (specify)



. c:.u, :3 ;ND 3iO'2 Rc.port cuiritity in hT? o, cu:.ic

C.r uc 0

rrnd pot Snort tons
Cod,

35

CrLc yorus Vc.ruc

: :mc:o ............................................................ .tiI IA3I: On u,d hr U Condit)OnCCS ......................... 322!
1

cr: cd :c fOod ......................................................
Cccic ;:o (aro) .......................................................
UC.3 LJCC ............................................................

Mccdomnco
____________________

________________T................................................................
Dro rocd baso stone ............................................... 307
Surac r,a on a'recte ..................................................___________________

039
1UnaociL.a car.strcian a negate and rocdstone ...............

210n:3 cd .ry s,o:ie ............................................................

C-

313.afcc:urce fine c5jrcgce [stone sand) .............................
3i_-____, T. . a a xo a a re a e

DeadoLrned dolomite ............................................................ 317
. ' Ferrcsrt. ............................................................................ 3i

I-
319

3ofrcccrv sane (;zchrd.r gnizistcr)
_______________________________________

Ciac. soe for cc! works .................................................. 321)
,..brcsives ................................................................................ 322k
tV000JStfl3................................................................................

AsohafiUor ...........................................................................324
- Whiting or whting ubsttute .................................................. 325

O:ner er cr extenders ...................................................... (325
Other uses (specify,

Tat c cru;:-.ed and broieri ctone .............................. 399

6. Tn sporttiort o cruhod and broken stone to point o( use durin year by rnehc'd

Qontity only
Menrod of cportoton (Short tons) Percent Morhod of trcnsportotion (Short ton) Porent

Cede 2) 3) )1) Codo 2 . )3)

Other (specify,)
f

Truck.................................... 404

Radrced..............................
I

.32

......................... ..Ji33,_______________ Tod ........................ 499 100

7. Tyeoi crn ac:c:ecisiocotion () Stationary (2) Portable (3 ath E (4) None
3. e 'eu roduce s:ene :em oihcr eperaiions or whic:'i did & reaor fcm (1) Yes E (2) No

in c, pease rnh rrne; of other operations

9. YJc.s stone cucea mom his cucrr'/ by any other concny under contract to you fl (1) Yes (2) No

P .cc:ons: r,nuci s:eristice rformcn;orl for stone is published in two forms (1) Commodity reports and (2) Stote reports covering OH mineral
c. n c S e c. i eccopy of em. or bor of these reoort p'ose check the oporopriate box

Com.eety Sets j o) otn

person ro be onrote r5ctJ03 this ropQrt Tel. orco code No.

res No. Strcei City 'C

Mcy tebuletions be pubhshd which could indirectly revec the data reporLd above?
Vue data Ye (2) No Other (incIudir, quantity) data E (1) Yes E (2) "io



return this pert if it cioris Jditior.o! information.
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c:N:.;.L l:iST..UC7;ONS

Pecsc complete and return one copy of this form as prdrnptly as p sibie in the enclosed envelope. A separate report should be completed
for ccc carry active durimj any part of the' calor,dcr year and for each kind of ston produced. Additional forms ore available upon request.
If yos have nothing to report, iCO5C complete Items 1 and 2, sign and return.

The' results of this survey are used in statistical publicat;ons of the' ureau of Mines. They hovc a variety of users, including industry, State
and Federal Governments. Your cooperation is needed to make the results of this survey comprehensive, meaningful, cccurote or.d timely.

In competing this form, estimates may be used wherever exact figures are not available. Round to the nearest whole number.

Please provide us with any specific information that will help us in the interpretation of the data. Use the space for "Remarks" or if more
space is required, use the back 0f this page or a separate sheet of pcper. Also, describe briefly any significant changes in '1'our operation and
any important evenrs or ou;side economic conditions that affected 'our operation.

'a-" "''
t.\.

1, 2, 3, and 4. Self-elanctory.
5. Stone o your own production Ship?cd or used during t; year by use and product

Include stbne. prcducd by you end used by you for Federal, Stcte, or local government proests. In Column 4 report the net selling value
f.o.b. your estabtishment for the quantities in Columns 2 or 3. Report the total value received after discounts and GIIOWCflCC5 and excluding
conrciner cost where appliccble. If you consume material in your establishment or ship it to another establishment of your company, please
estimate the value far this material. Use your net selling price as a basis for this estimate; if you dd not sell the same type of material,
base your estimate art the direct costs of production plus a recsoncbl proportion of company overhead and prahtz.

Please specify amer uses clearly and report data far each use separately.

6. Tronsporlemion of crushed and brolsen stone to point of use durin year by method
If two or more methods of trcnsportation were used for one shipment, report thot quantity under the malor method of transportation

dmermined on basis of rrhtes of hauage. include quantity of stone products shipped to others and quantity of stone products used within your
company. ,.porr quantity in short tons OR percent of total tonnage. Total (Code 499) should equal total quantity (ctucl or equivalent short
tons) reported in Item 5B, Code 399.

(Th r
i \J

Please furnish narnes and add:e'sses of now stone producers in your vicinity.
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